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ABSTRACT

Earth System Law (ESL) is a novel conceptual framing that seeks to overcome the underpinnings and shortcomings of international environmental law (IEL). Therefore, ESL can be broadly defined as a response from law to the socio-ecological crisis in the Anthropocene. It is an epistemic dialogue between Earth system science and social science-based governance. Law, in this context, is the normative outcome of the engagement with the spatial and temporal complexities of the Earth system. Despite ESL’s necessary effort to reimagine IEL’s status quo, the inchoate literature developing its contours and aspirations neglects crucial insights from critical scholars. These insights, resulting from identifying and analyzing fundamental problems with the tenets and operation of international law, could improve the current conceptualization of ESL. Scholars from the Global South and North, who critically engage with the study of international law, are using a panoply of theoretical and methodological tools to demystify a universalist, egalitarian, and rights-based international legal order. ESL, in this context, could be deemed a critical response to the global environmental regime. However, some of its theoretical building blocks reproduce certain aspects critical international law scholars are questioning. For instance, ESL heavily relies on the Anthropocene as a metaphor to highlight humanity's role in disturbing global life-support systems. In doing so, ESL obliterates the historical and geopolitical dimensions of imperial expansionism and its present continuities in power asymmetries, thus obfuscating differentiated responsibilities for the ecological crisis. Several scholars, mainly those identifying with Third World Approaches to International Law (TWAIL), have
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extensively articulated the latter critique. However, the ESL literature does not always reflect their transformative ideas and contributions.

Furthermore, arguments from scholars that roam the field of Political Economy and the Law should be more visibly spelled out in ESL literature. This gap might lead to the concealment of the role of Racial Capitalism in the making and operation of environmental law. Against this backdrop, this article aims to answer the following question: what insights from selected critical international law perspectives can inform ESL’s nascent conceptualization to avoid reproducing certain questionable assumptions? This article will answer this question by drawing on a political ecology approach. That means the focus is on power relations and political economy in the context of ecological governance. This approach will avail itself of a literature review of TWAIL, Law and Political Economy, and socio-ecology. The article is therefore structured around the development of three main critiques. Firstly, it will contest the Anthropocene as a problematic socio-historical point of departure. Secondly, it will interrogate Global Constitutionalism as the plausible vehicle for ESL’s implementation. And thirdly, it will explore the relevance of interrelational ontologies to understand and include subaltern knowledge to reimagine international law. The paper reinforces the conceptualization of ESL as a transformational alternative to IEL by integrating valuable critical knowledge.
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INTRODUCTION

Earth system science is a relatively novel field of transdisciplinary inquiry “aimed at understanding the structure and functioning of the Earth as a complex, adaptive system.”\(^1\) Its current epistemological status results from integrating concepts, methods, and insights from scientists who understood Earth’s biophysical phenomena as constantly shaping and being shaped by human systems. The Earth System is “the suite of interlinked physical, chemical, biological and human processes that cycle (transport and transform) materials and energy in complex, dynamic ways within the system.”\(^2\) To fully comprehend how said phenomena affect human civilization in its entirety, Earth System science developed certain concepts and frameworks “central to the global-change discourse, including the Anthropocene, tipping elements and planetary boundaries.”\(^3\)

These scientific insights into interconnectedness across planetary biophysical forces have influenced how social scientists conceive and think about global governance and its implications for environmental concerns in the Anthropocene.\(^4\) As a response to developing new epistemological tools to understand the social dimensions of Earth system science, the Earth System Science Partnership\(^5\) declared an “urgent need” to create “strategies for Earth System management.”\(^6\) Such a call for action was taken on board by the Earth System Governance (ESG) Project, a core project of the International Human Dimensions Partnership.

---

2. Id. at 57.
3. Id. at 54.
6. Id. at 278.
Programme on Global Environmental Change. The ESG Project set for itself the task to identify, develop, and assess those “strategies for Earth System management” under the premise that “institutions, organizations and institutional arrangements by which humans currently govern their relationship with the natural environment and global biochemical systems are not only insufficient: they are also inadequately understood.”

According to one of its intellectual architects, ESG is the sum of the formal and informal rule systems and actor-networks at all levels of human society that is set up to influence the coevolution of human and natural systems in a way that secures the sustainable development of human society—that is, a development that meets the needs of present generations without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.

Hence, ESG straddles two broad fields of academic inquiry: governance and earth system analysis. Despite the difficulty of pinpointing a satisfactory definition, governance could be broadly defined as an innovative approach to regulation that goes beyond traditional hierarchical state activity, thereby encompassing “self-regulation by societal actors, private-public cooperation in solving societal problems, and new forms of multilevel policy.” In international legal scholarship, global governance implies a more flexible approach to state consent, pluralist multi-level sites of law-making processes and institutions, and diverse actors. Hence, the logical consequence of bridging the legal dimension of global governance with the scientific breadth of Earth system analysis is the begetting of Earth System Law (ESL).

Indeed, a juridical dimension was a vital element of the first Science and Implementation Plan of the Earth System Governance Project in 2009, where legal debates have been a critical concern under the project’s research themes of architecture and norms. Therefore, it could be said that under the wing of the ESG Project, ESL found an epistemic network that possesses the institutional capacity and the
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support structure to develop original thought and new debates about the contours and content of ESL.

Kim and Mackey were among the first to draw a set of aspirational foundations for ESL, which looks at an ahistorical, panoramic, and non-situated model of how International Environmental Law (IEL) should align itself better to the functioning of the Earth system. In their assessment, they posit that IEL, in its current state, should adapt faster to the dynamics of human impacts on Earth’s life-support systems and be steered in its entirety by a high-level unified global norm so that it can become an Earth System Law. Some years after Kim and Mackey’s publication, the ESG Project, in 2017, established the Taskforce on ESL to delve into new legal developments in and for the Anthropocene, which prompted a flurry of intellectual production on ESL.

ESL presents a paradigmatic shift in understanding and acting upon global regulation of human behavior in socio-ecological interactions. It proposes a profound reform to the current state of International Law’s assumptions and approaches to comprehending the biophysical metabolism of Earth’s support systems. ESL thus criticizes IEL because of its “inability to achieve deep structural reforms,” its overall dependence on the state as the “central source of its legitimacy and authority,” its anthropocentrism, and its reductionist view because it does not follow an all-encompassing, integrated, and reflexive systems approach.

Despite the necessity of reimagining a planetary regulatory landscape that aims at guaranteeing safe conditions for human and natural systems and thus thriving as a whole organism, this paper argues that ESL might have some blind spots, which, if accounted for, could strengthen its theoretical and normative potential. One of the earlier claims of ESL proponents is that IEL, in terms of heterogeneity of treaties, institutions, decision-making power, and learning ability, generates and selects norms that can be likened to natural selection in
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biological evolution.\textsuperscript{17} This assessment would foreground some of the assumptions in later ESL scholarship, jeopardizing the soundness of subsequent ideas as they might be based on problematic premises. For instance, failing to factor in the findings and voices of critical legal scholars from different traditions obscures the vision that there is nothing “natural” nor “self-organizing” in how the discipline works. These scholars have unveiled the historical and power dynamics at play in the making and operation of international law, yielding a crucial diagnosis of how its design perpetuates a fundamental logic anchored in imperial and capitalist modes of expansion.\textsuperscript{18}

This paper elaborates that the core aspiration of reimagining and transforming the status quo of IEL through the ideas and values of ESL is commendable; however, questions of power, history, and domination should be fully integrated into the ongoing construction of such a new paradigm. To this end, this paper will encompass the thoughts of international critical scholars under the analytical framework of political ecology to expand a critique on three aspects the ESL proposal could reflect upon. The first critique addresses ESL’s usage of the Anthropocene as a core metaphor that guides the project’s epistemological assumptions, engaging in an ahistorical narrative that effaces questions of power behind the global ecological crisis. The second critique touches upon ESL’s underlying suggestion that global constitutionalism might be an excellent path to implementing the normative aspirations of the Earth system’s regulation, thereby neglecting a description of how the politics of international law works. The third critique advances the argument that ESL’s universalist telos foregrounds a tension with territorially situated knowledge, especially from Global South polities, to which a materialist conception of knowledge generation might contribute resolving such tension.

In what follows, this paper will firstly explore the main characteristics of ESL; secondly, it will spell out the political ecology approach that is now defended as an adequate receptacle of critical ideas; thirdly, it will develop the three critiques previously mentioned; and finally, it will conclude with the proposal of forming a \textit{Lex Capitalocenae} as the radical companion to ESL.

\textsuperscript{17} See Kim & Mackey, supra note 13, at 18.
I. **Earth System Law: A New Juridical Paradigm for the Anthropocene**

Part I consists of a literature review of ESL’s selected bibliography. It summarizes the main conceptual contributions of said body of literature and underscores the most salient elements according to the critiques that will ensue in other parts of this paper. The idea is to display the assumptions ESL scholars rely upon to develop their arguments and to appraise their theoretical thoroughness.

The first idea that ESL scholars put forward is that law plays an essential role vis-à-vis the shaping of the planet’s life support functioning, thus suggesting that a reformulation of principles and canons of law in light of the Anthropocene’s demands will continue to influence the ecology of the planet’s future. The empirical basis upon which ESL scholars justify a drastic reform to environmental law stems from mounting evidence demonstrating that humanity has crossed several planetary boundaries, which has, to a certain extent, eroded environmental law’s trust as an appropriate regulatory technology. As a response, ESL indubitably believes that law should remain an instrument conducive to a better “planetary stewardship capacity of human societies,” implying a healthier relationship with non-human entities through systems thinking. The law’s underpinnings must be deconstructed and reassembled around a new purpose to obtain a different outcome.

As a juridical paradigm, ESL is established as a new epistemic framework that rearranges legal interventions for realignment with and

embracing earth system complexity.²⁵ Regarding space-time positionality, ESL situates itself in the Anthropocene’s geological presence, incumbent on the Earth system’s complex dynamics.²⁶ Regarding its epistemological grounding, ESL is an invitation for transdisciplinary dialogue between Earth system governance and science, whereby law-making and implementation follow Earth’s “interconnected and interacting components, which have the potential to transform in abrupt, nonlinear and irreversible ways.”²⁷

In abstract terms, ESL calls for profound structural changes in global norms that enable navigating the Anthropocene and keep humanity from crossing more planetary boundaries.²⁸ One of the said changes is to “meaningfully facilitate the participation and influence of non-state actors in earth system governance”;²⁹ “accommodate non-anthropocentric ontologies and ethical care”,³⁰ “fully embrace all present and future earth system constituents, including humans and the non-human world”;³¹ embrace “complexity, instability, and unpredictability, while it allows for forward-looking measures that also foresee harm instead of only addressing it in an ex post facto way”;³² become an “adaptive system-oriented body of law” that respects planetary-scale tipping points and pay due consideration to the dynamic interconnections of Earth system components.³³

ESL scholars propose analytical, normative, and transformational dimensions to their initiative. Analytically, ESL suggests embracing a diversity of actors, laws, governance models, and international legal regimes.³⁴ Additionally, they indicate that law should accept the Earth system as its regulatory object, overcoming an epistemology of mastery over nature and a “linear, one-dimensional

²⁵ See Kotzé & Kim, supra note 16, at 3.
²⁸ See Kotzé & Kim, supra note 16, at 4.
²⁹ Id. at 5.
³⁰ Id.
³¹ Id.
³² Id.
³³ Id. at 6.
understanding of the environment as its regulatory object.”\textsuperscript{35} Normatively speaking, ESL addresses and critiques the limits of current IEL’s long-standing, entrenched principles, such as precaution, prevention, polluter pays, and sustainable development.\textsuperscript{36} The transformative dimension of ESL involves infusing IEL with epistemologies of complexity surrounding Earth system thinking, so it can “trigger and steer societal transformation towards planetary integrity and justice.”\textsuperscript{37}

Furthermore, ESL aims to become Earth-centered, meaning that the object of law is neither nature nor humanity but the entire community of life, thus jettisoning the ecocentric and anthropocentric dualism.\textsuperscript{38} This implies that human and geological timescales need to be reconciled.\textsuperscript{39} Additionally, ESL proposes reframing the notions of the geographical scope of application of law beyond the confines of states, implying exploring what lies yonder, the international and the transnational. In that vein, ESL suggests adopting a “planetary law” geographical scope to acknowledge the notion of planetary boundaries beyond jurisdictions, whereby Earth’s ecosystems are safeguarded, and questions of social justice are also addressed.\textsuperscript{40}

Recent scholarship is starting to delineate potential avenues to flesh out the practical aspects of ESL theoretical contribution. Mai and Boulot, for instance, propose five agenda items that future ESL thinking should consider. Firstly, ESL should address structural challenges by “articulating relevance, probing inadequacies, and enhancing collaboration.”\textsuperscript{41} Secondly, ESL should address normative challenges by “fostering constructive dialogue and critical self-reflection.”\textsuperscript{42} Thirdly, ESL should address ontological challenges by “persisting in pursuing change, decolonizing and rehearsing hopeful futures.”\textsuperscript{43} Fourthly, ESL should address epistemological-conceptual challenges by “stepping out of the comfort zone, taking risks, and becoming intellectually flexible.”\textsuperscript{44}
Finally, ESL should address methodological challenges by “expanding the legal research toolbox, acknowledging diversity, and collaborating across disciplines.”

In a similar attempt to narrow down some of ESL scholars’ overarching principles and grand proposals, Pope et al. developed a model to deepen the notion of planetary justice. Their “socio-ecological justice” model encompasses three axes of justice, the “what,” the “who,” and the “how” of justice. The “what” is an open-ended taxonomy of different justice perspectives, which includes the distributive, recognitional, and representative dimensions of justice. The “who” includes human and non-human entities of present and future generations, seen in a spatial, temporal, and subjective light. Finally, the third axis is the “how” of justice or the socio-ecological justice model. Such a model includes justice perspectives, promotes ecological integrity and dignity of life, adopts unified ecocentric ethics, and prioritizes oppressed voices and epistemologies. It is a procedural proposal in which organized civil society, and formal institutions can engage in permanent dialogues to foster the implementation of justice issues.

Scholars have applied ESL in recent literature as a broad theoretical and policy framework to imagine new regulatory designs for global natural cycles. For instance, Ahlström et al. juxtaposed current governance initiatives of global hydrological processes with ESL’s ideas. They considered freshwater resources, which account for less than 3 percent of all water found on Earth, and the associated governance arrangements. Firstly, the authors identified five core hydrological problems and their social impacts that a comprehensive governance proposal should address. According to them, hydrological processes can be delayed, water resources can be unpredictably redistributed, different socio-ecological systems intertwine with water cycle dynamics, and

45 Id. at 9.
47 Id. at 6–7.
48 Id. at 7–8.
49 Id. at 8–9.
50 Id. at 10.
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water resources can have varying degrees of permanence and multi-scalar disturbances.\textsuperscript{52} Similarly, some authors apply the ESL perspective to localized environmental degradation, such as dryland desertification in Mexico. Lopez Porras sheds light on how anti-desertification policies in Mexico have yet to achieve their goals due to disregarding highly relevant Earth system aspects, such as the interaction of slow and irregular desertification variables.\textsuperscript{53} Against this, he proposes an ESL approach whereby policies should be designed to include adaptiveness, system regulation, and justice provision.\textsuperscript{54} He further suggests that policies suitable to address global problems should foster collaboration and participation in local decision-making and management processes, enable economic activities without compromising the sustainability of local livelihoods, and ensure an equitable distribution of natural resources between humans and nature.\textsuperscript{55}

Another strand of the ESL literature is to evince some forms of the tenets of ESL in current practice. Gellers, in that sense, analyses rights of nature cases in Ecuador, Colombia, and India to argue that this practice and the theory of ESL support broadening the recognition of subjects "eligible for legal rights to include both natural and artefactual non-humans."\textsuperscript{56} For Gellers, the inquiry of expanding the boundaries of legal personhood to include artefactual non-human entities, like robots, belongs to the concern of who belongs to communities of justice in the Anthropocene.\textsuperscript{57}

These accounts evince the richness of an emerging field of inquiry, which concerns a critique of the contemporary environmental legal mosaic in tandem with sowing seeds of reform proposals. Most of the authors cited in this review discuss main ideas, problematize general principles, deconstruct ethical discourses, and sometimes situate overarching ESL precepts to specific places and subjects. What all these academic interventions have in common is not only that they stay away from traditional doctrinal analyses of the law, but they also construct

\textsuperscript{52} Id. at 3.
\textsuperscript{54} Id. at 199.
\textsuperscript{55} Id.
\textsuperscript{56} Joshua C. Gellers, Earth system law and the legal status of non-humans in the Anthropocene, EARTH SYS. GOVERNANCE. Nov. 13, 2020, at 1, 2.
\textsuperscript{57} Id.
their theoretical underpinnings under the assumption that IEL is somehow responsible for the ecological hecatomb instead of something more profound that binds all legal systems, past and present. Against this presumption, the following sections will examine how critical international legal scholars identified racial capitalism as fueling the creation of simultaneous legal orders for labor and nature extraction. This core analytical factor is rarely underscored in the ESL literature, thus insulating its discussion from historical, political, economic, and decolonial perspectives, which otherwise have informed critical legal scholarship.

II. A POLITICAL ECOLOGY LENS TO EARTH SYSTEM LAW

Peruvian intellectual Aníbal Quijano spent decades interrogating the dialectics of modernity. In so doing, he looked at the history of Latin America after the European conquest to unearth the notion of coloniality of power, which describes how Europe strategically manufactured the concept of race to subjugate non-white people for labor exploitation and capitalist accumulation. The result is the appropriation of vast portions of land into a few hands and deep transformations over the continental landscape, thereby begetting thousands of mineral extraction sites and nature commodification. What were once territorial sources of knowledge for non-capitalist production and ecosystem equilibria slowly but steadily became raw materials sources for colonial economic prosperity. Racialized territories and nature in what is now the Global South were, in other words, fueling the advent of European industrial capitalism.

Coloniality of power is thus a concept that lends itself to understanding how the colonial ravaging of indigenous and black lives,
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59 Id. at 216–18.
lands, and knowledge still plays a role in how Global South societies currently function. However, the picture of what Quijano was describing would only be complete by seriously accounting for the relationship between power, governance structures, and ecosystems, which is what political ecology, as a theoretical lens, does. Indeed, despite its progressive ecological ruin, the Global South still harbors the world’s most biologically diverse species and ecosystems, organic elements that constitute the livelihoods of thousands of indigenous and rural communities across the planet. This socio-natural metabolism is constantly disrupted by an extractivist mode of exploitation, a local precondition for global unequal ecological exchange, and the consolidation of the “Capitalocene.” Thus, political ecology unveils how, for example, neoliberal legal frameworks imposed in some Global South nations in the 1980s intensified existing inequality levels due to structural adjustment programs. They also accelerated environmental degradation due to incentives for nature extraction.

Against this background and in the context of the Earth systems’ possible incapacity to sustain life, political ecology is helpful in critically appraising how law, as a manifestation of formal power, dictates the allocation of property rights and financial resources in specific communities. Historically marginalized and racialized populations in
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66 Wolfgang Kiessling et al., Cross Chapter 1: Biodiversity Hotspots, in CLIMATE CHANGE 2022: IMPACTS, ADAPTATION AND VULNERABILITY 2123, 2138 (Hans-Otto Portner et al. eds., 2022).
68 See generally MARTÍN ARBOLEDA, PLANETARY MINE: TERRITORIES OF EXTRACTION UNDER LATE CAPITALISM (2020).
the Global South have meagerly benefitted from such material and rights distribution, thus prompting an infrastructure deficit that renders them more vulnerable to anthropogenic meteorological disasters and environmental pollution.\(^73\) According to the IPCC, low-income populations in the Global South are far more likely to be at risk from climate-related impacts, especially those relying on climate-sensitive resources like forests, crops, fisheries, and aquaculture.\(^74\) In that vein, even though several Global South countries have adopted climate change legislation that includes provisions on climate adaptation, these have not been fully integrated within a broader vision for poverty alleviation and financial redistribution,\(^75\) thus perpetuating the material insecurity that makes these populations vulnerable to climate impacts and environmental disasters in the first place. This is even more difficult given that the Global South has contributed less than 10 percent of total greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and less than 8 percent of global excess material use.\(^76\)

Applying political ecology to legal dimensions is an extension of using a political economy perspective to analyze the legal order. When a political economy lens is applied to legal issues, it immediately challenges dominant legal thought and scholarship paradigms, some of which have been formed by a fundamental misunderstanding that there is a dichotomy between politics and the economy.\(^77\) This fabricated belief prevents us from addressing how the law is enmeshed in critical issues like distribution, democracy, racialized and gendered inequity, subordination, and sustainability. In fact, by acting as a powerful authorizing ground for several “neoliberal” political programs that have fueled and consolidated benefits for the few at the expense of the many, the legal discourse has contributed to solidifying a system in permanent

---
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crisis.78 In response to the tendency of law to shape the “depoliticization and naturalization of market-mediated inequalities,”79 a critique of law and political economy focuses on questions about the dialectics of power and law. For instance, the examination could be reoriented towards the “constitutive power of law” that co-creates capabilities that mold all transactions, ‘the market power’ that legal structures enable, and the “political power” that may arise from legal rules insulating economic power from democratic accountability.80

International law has also become a fecund site of political economy analysis. The central premise is that international law results from political decisions made unequally with unequal distributive impact while also being a tool for dismantling oppressive patterns.81 Inspired by dialectical materialism, the perspective of international law and political economy lays bare how a distinct historical configuration determines economic and societal norms and institutions, including international law.82 It problematizes the ostensible weakness of areas of international law, like human rights, or principles, like the precautionary principle, as they seek only to limit the destructive excess of capitalism instead of seeing international law as a whole manifestation of capitalism itself.83

Building from the insights of the intersections of law and political economy, a more situated critique that brings to the fore the ecological material reality is arguably articulated by political ecology. In this sense, ESL could be further strengthened as a site of legal imagination if it explicitly engages with the power dimensions that connect the ravaging of racialized territories for capital accumulation, the legal forms that enabled those campaigns, and the spatiotemporal ecological implications. After all, reflecting on the power structures that originated and increased the disruption of life-support systems is pertinent. This relational mode of thinking centers on the incongruity of visualizing the overshoot of planetary boundaries without the material

78 Id.
79 Id. at 1790.
80 Id. at 1820.
advantages of former empires, many of which persist thanks to international legal arrangements.

This is not to suggest that ESL scholars completely overlook issues of power and justice in the distribution of ecologic benefits and harms when sketching their normative stances; however, expanding on political ecologists’ insights and integrating them into the realm of law, ESL could benefit in calibrating their assessments and prescriptions. ESL scholarship, for instance, could keep constructing its epistemological edifice to prioritize the needs and interests of the “marginalized and vulnerable within a paradigm of planetary stewardship,” going beyond the “short-term, anthropocentric dimension to include those between the current and future generations and between humans and non-humans.”

A. THE ANTHROPOCENE AS A HOMOGENIZER MARKER: A TWAIL PERSPECTIVE

ESL scholars defend that law is an ideal social technology to “determine and set enforceable limits on human behavior within the broader environmental governance effort.” Without much critical reflection, they transpose that premise to the context of the Anthropocene by suggesting that humans, as a geological force capable of modifying Earth’s ecosystems, must be restrained by law so that the planet can operate within a safe space.

Some ESL scholars have coined and defined alternatives to the IEL’s status quo. In tandem with ESL as an aspirational body of normativity, they have argued that living in the Anthropocene requires a more ambitious normative framework called Lex Anthropocenae, which will address systemic challenges, increase the normative power of ecological norms, and would provide the tools to imagine reforms beyond that which our present normative restrictions ordinarily permit.

---

84 Kotzé & Kim, supra note 34, at 465.
86 Id.
A Lex Anthropocenae would aim to maintain and improve Earth system integrity.\textsuperscript{88}

Deciding to use the Anthropocene as a geopolitical and historical marker to establish a set of normative aspirations for ESL already constitutes an intervention that could determine the outcome of the transformational endeavor, not necessarily in the desired direction. The idea of the Anthropocene as the result of global human intervention in the Earth system tends to homogenize agency and history, at least if the Anthropocene is characterized as a geopolitical concept.\textsuperscript{89} In this view, the blame for trespassing some planetary boundaries lies on all individuals as members of the “Anthropos” and all nations as social manifestations of those individuals.\textsuperscript{90} If one abides by that premise, the problem of recognizing that some actors contributed more to and benefitted from the global ecological crisis emerges. As an analytical and normative proposal for juridical governance, ESL is arguably inadvertently adopting the premise of the Anthropocene as monolithic humanity, thereby prompting geopolitical implications and not just geological ones. Indeed, the consequences of embracing the Anthropocene as a geopolitical descriptor include redistributing burdens and benefits across global polities for Earth systems stewardship. Arguably, viewing humanity as a historical monolith that produced the Anthropocene entails that designing the specific rules for planetary stewardship will not be informed by differentiated impacts of past legal interventions. In other words, laws like the General Act of the Berlin Conference on West Africa of 1885, which regulated the European plunder of natural resources in the river Congo basin and has influenced today’s socio-ecological local disturbances,\textsuperscript{91} would not be relevant for informing future specific stewardship duties. Additionally, the infamous \textit{terra nullius} doctrine or the doctrine of discovery—fundamental notions of international law for colonial expansion,\textsuperscript{92} would not be pertinent when assessing stewardship differentiation. This would raise some

\textsuperscript{88} Id. at 814.
\textsuperscript{89} See Eva Lövbrand, et al., \textit{The Anthropocene and the geo-political imagination: Re-writing earth as political space}, EARTH SYS. GOVERNANCE, June 11, 2020, at 1.
\textsuperscript{90} Id. at 3.
\textsuperscript{92} Andrew Fitzmaurice, \textit{The Genealogy of Terra Nullius}, 38 \textit{AUSTRALIAN HIST. STUD.} 1, 2 (2007).
justice considerations because these doctrines were deployed as the normative basis to occupy indigenous lands for imperial extraction of labor and nature. This endeavor still resonates today through an unequal ecological exchange.93

Neglecting the ecological consequences of specific legal interventions is an unintended outcome of using the Anthropocene as a geopolitical marker. However, if not critically assessed, building a new ethos for regulating ecological complexity could obfuscate spatiotemporal instances of exclusion and exploitation. Just as the Anthropocene is a seemingly neutrally charged notion, the concept of International Law was long seen as devoid of politics and hegemonic biases.94 This changed when Third World international legal scholars started to shed new light on the multidimensional and intricate Third World interaction with international law through Third World Approaches to International Law (TWAIL).95 TWAIL is a critical perspective on international law and politics that challenges and questions the preponderant,96 historically Eurocentric explanations of the emergence of international law and its claims of universalism,97 fairness,98 and equity through the work of scholars from a variety of nations.99 TWAIL scholars represent a broad spectrum of theoretical philosophies, including postcolonial, Marxist, post-structuralist, and feminist, to name just a few.100 This intellectual movement’s political, ethical, and philosophical dedication to examining the Third World’s history, structure, and processes of international law and institutions render them cohesive.

Analyzing ESL from a TWAIL perspective implies aiming for the apparent neutrality of a term like the Anthropocene because it is already charged with assumptions with geopolitical effects. For example, ESL scholar Rakhyun Kim borrows from philosopher Bruno Latour the term Gaia 2.0 to claim that global ecological regulation in the ruptured Anthropocene should be forward-looking, luring us to accept that there will be winners and losers in the distribution of Earth systems stewardship duties. The problem with this view is that just as mainstream international law had concealed its imperial origins, ESL might overlook potential imperial guises when it normalizes a term like the Anthropocene to construe legal imaginaries. If we look forward without taking a critical and restorative gaze at our past, we might keep committing the same mistakes of allowing forms of domination in Gaia 2.0. Eventually, let us take the metaphor of Gaia 2.0 to the extreme and accept the defeat of falling into the abyss of feedback loops. Humanity might need to migrate to another planet. Do we want to build a space campaign agenda with imperial blueprints? Following Mark Fisher’s timeless dictum, is it easier to imagine laws for the end of the world than the end of imperial capitalist law?

TWAIL can illuminate a new path by deploying two strategies to avoid an incomplete description and problematic normative prescription by ESL. The descriptive strategy is to acknowledge that ESL’s usage of the Anthropocene is akin to reaffirming international law’s value-neutrality and divisive universalism. This means, in practical terms, that ESL should spell out that specific racial capitalist geographies were the ones that deployed their civilizing legal forms to legitimize the exploitation and domination of racialized people and nature, thus accelerating global ecological degradation and thus everlastingly perturbing the biosphere. Accompanying this description, the TWAIL-inspired normative prescription would be to rename the geopolitical marker into something that accurately depicts the root cause of the global
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101 Kim, supra note 22, at 411.
103 See MARK FISHER, CAPITALISM REALISM: IS THERE NO ALTERNATIVE?, 4 (2009).
104 Chimni, supra note 18, at 501.
If one is serious about acknowledging the significant correlation between the rise and expansion of capitalism with global ecological degradation, then the more accurate marker to define humanity’s contemporary geopolitical age could be the Capitalocene. The juridical proposal to regulate and dismantle the conditions that originated the Capitalocene could be a *Lex Capitalocenae*. This paradigm reaffirms that the trespassing of planetary boundaries is intimately related to the trespassing of racialized sovereignties for colonial capital accumulation. A *Lex Capitalocenae* should limit the global ecological exchange in line with Earth System non-linearities, which could entail the adoption of radical healing as an approach for reparations for nature and the Global South.

Suppose one dares to imagine a new legal paradigm informed by critical views of international law’s past and recurring legacies. In that case, inevitably, the Anthropocene as a geopolitical marker will at least raise an eyebrow. Probably, the reason why we struggle with giving birth to a global regulatory framework that opens hopeful Earth stewardship rules is that the old legal paradigm refuses to die. The old legal paradigm seems to abhor limiting rights and privileges for those most benefitted from racial capitalism. Still, suppose we want to steer our “Spaceship Earth” toward a safe operating space with social justice. In that case, we should design laws that curtail the incentives for capital expansion at the expense of decent and just homeostasis. At least, from a TWAIL perspective, that could be the goal of a *Lex Capitalocenae*.

**B. THE LIMITS OF GLOBAL CONSTITUTIONALISM FOR EARTH SYSTEM LAW’S IMPLEMENTATION**

ESL scholars tacitly suggest that some proposals to render IEL more ecological could be conducive to achieving significant legal reforms closer to their transformational aspirations. These proposals include the development of a global environmental constitution and a higher-order framework treaty that entrenches the principle of ecological

---


integrity as a *Grundnorm*. ESL scholars suggest that law institutionalizes the “planetary boundaries through the creation and enforcement of non-negotiable, and above all ambitious, legally binding environmental limits.” The idea of a planetary framework of cosmopolitan legal principles that understand the Earth’s sensibilities is very similar to some perspectives on global constitutionalism. This section unveils some possible tensions in how ESL scholars might approach the terrain of global constitutionalism without considering some critical shortcomings. Global constitutionalism, apart from the apparent critique of inexistent favorable conditions for enforcing principles, sees the entirety of the global legal order as something that resembles a constitution in the domestic sense. ESL, however, extrapolates the totalizing diagnosis of global constitutionalism only from the vantage point of one international legal regime, namely IEL.

Another tension that arises from global constitutionalism is the legitimacy of actors in democratic decision-making, specifically in how the outcome of a norm is predicated on how powerful an actor is and how that agency is functional to the reproduction of a global capitalist order.

When ESL scholars elaborate their analytical, normative, and transformational arguments about the need to establish a new legal paradigm to respond to the challenges of the Anthropocene, they expose IEL’s shortcomings. In doing so, ESL scholarship describes such a body of law as self-referential and reductionist, unable or unwilling to grasp the complexities of an Earth system analysis, which is holistic and interconnected. Suppose that holistic thinking is reflected in the global governance realm. In that case, it is expected that all regimes of the international legal order should be in a permanent dialogue between them to avoid problem-shifting. A flawed aspect in constructing the critique
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could be smoothened in that connection. Essentially, the basis of the
argument only considers the developments of IEL, thus overlooking the
nuances of interactions of different international legal regimes. ESL, in a
nutshell, professes a law that unifies all phenomena on Earth, a
prescription that arises from evaluating one international legal order–
IEL. It is arguably the case that the diagnosis ESL develops about
international law not being holistic enough could have a slightly different
outcome if it considers the functioning of the international legal order as
a whole. ESL critiques the silos manifestation of international law’s
fragmentation but says little about drawing a holistic alternative that can
capture the granular aspects of regulation that any complex system
requires. It seems tautological that ESL keeps referring to the necessity
of adopting a holistic understanding of law based on the mechanics of
Earth system science; however, to some extent, even planetary
boundaries compartmentalize the main Earth system processes. This
demonstrates the tendency to categorize biophysical phenomena under
specific criteria to facilitate human cognition, which arguably could limit
the ambitious aspiration of seeing things holistically for regulatory
purposes.

Additionally, ESL proposes that non-state actors should have
more room and participation opportunities to contribute to a more
democratic planetary law.116 ESL scholars inadvertently make a moral
claim on who should participate and who should not participate based on
the intentions they might have. However, this neglects that some non-
state actors, such as multinational corporations, are primarily responsible
for today’s ravaging ecological disasters.117 Carbon majors are allegedly
responsible for a third of GHG emissions in the atmosphere.118 Nothing
transformative could be achieved if they have a legitimate say at the table
in making a global constitution from an ESL perspective. The main
problem is that no coherent filter could justify why certain non-state
actors can be in deliberative politics and not others. What should be the
rationale for selecting some voices and discarding others? This is the risk
if the so-called state-centric approach is cast off of global environmental
constitutionalism.
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The contradiction also arises, as ESL scholarship admits that “much of IEL’s failures also must do with lack of implementation, political will, and structurally vested neoliberal pro-growth corporate interests.”119 Another contradiction is that even if state-centric is not ideal, a global call for a planetary-scale reform must necessarily be driven by states.120

For instance, for ESL scholars, UNFCCC COP26 has been deemed an example of a failure of a state-centric forum for international decision-making because it needed to prove an effective forum for the full participation of non-state actors. COP26 was a lost opportunity for more meaningful civil society participation. However, lobbyists for the fossil fuel industry were given more space. This resulted in a disappointingly unambitious pledge that will define the future of climate law and governance.121

On the one hand, authors advocate for more room for participation in decision-making as a manifestation of post-state-centrism but need to define who should exercise their right to speak. Suppose only civil society, meaning NGOs and grassroots movements with an agenda on protecting nature, should be the only ones who should participate, not fossil fuel lobbyists. In that case, they should justify, from a political, moral stance, the reasons for this normativity. This has implications for decision-making processes and potentially redefines what is democratic about curtailing certain voices based on moral claims. Defining the legitimacy and weight of the discourse of certain non-state actors is something that the ESL research agenda could expand on.

The current state of all legal regimes, operating simultaneously with diverging and converging norms, is, after all, a true mirror of entropy and complexity the Earth system expresses. How can we know that the paradigm of ESL will not become what we have now as the status quo? The system we have is indeed one that has evolved and has adapted to multiple contingencies over the course of centuries. It reflects a panoply of forces at play, constantly shaping and molding what rules are. These forces, of course, are predicated on dynamics of power that are sometimes evident in the discussions on global constitutionalism.122
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In that sense, one contribution to the debate on the legitimacy of voices for emancipatory and ecological purposes is to think in ways that transnational constitutionalism reflects Global South solidarity and decoloniality.\textsuperscript{123} Perhaps, one decolonial pact bringing together nations and communities that the Global North’s extractivism has historically exploited could reinvigorate the principles of sovereignty over resources and self-determination in a solidaristic fashion. By declaring that Global South’s nature and labor force no longer serve the quincentenary purpose of fueling the capitalist expansion in the North but instead fulfill the needs of the people while maintaining life-support systems, subaltern constitutionalism emerges for the \textit{Lex Capitalocenae}.

\section*{C. A Materialist Approach to Subaltern Knowledge for Earth System Law}

ESL scholars maintain that one of the paradigm shifts that distinguish it from IEL is the inclusion of provisions in treaties that fully embrace “onto-epistemologies of care,” such as rights of nature,\textsuperscript{124} only made possible by reconciling the legal system with traditional knowledge of communities that live in deep and long connection with their environment.\textsuperscript{125} Indeed, the literature on the emergence and inclusion of legal and constitutional provisions concerning rights of nature, namely in Ecuador and Bolivia, claims that the knowledge of subaltern polities like indigenous peoples is considered the primary theoretical source for norm crafting.\textsuperscript{126} When ESL proposes to overcome the putatively Euro-centric perspective of instrumental care for the environment and to embrace a type of knowledge associated with holistic care that falls outside the status quo, it fails to recognize and acknowledge the agency behind that knowledge.
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Materialist ecology is a framework for understanding subaltern knowledge. It suggests that our cognitive abilities are not simply a function of our minds but are also co-constitutive of the material conditions of the natural world and socio-economic relations. This framework can help us to understand how knowledge is produced and how subaltern groups use it to challenge dominant power structures. Materialist ecology suggests that knowledge is not static or timeless. It is dynamic and responsive to the climate, the territory, and the availability of resources. Ecological knowledge that subaltern groups produce—particularly in resource-rich Global South countries—is not a spontaneous metaphysical phenomenon but the result of complex interrelational events that permeate at a multi-scalar level. In other words, for analytical and normative purposes, it is arguably relevant for ESL to situate the non-capitalist ways of interacting with the natural world these groups engage within a historical process of global extractivist capitalism. Historically, the law has enabled and perpetuated property regimes that legitimize the appropriation of resource-rich territories for extractive purposes. These property regimes were created in postcolonial times and then sophisticated in the context of neoliberalism, thereby revealing power asymmetries in how the law is made and the knowledge of the world it deliberately constricts. Those communities in exploited territories have had limited prospects to infuse law-making processes with their epistemologies because that would compromise the indispensable stipulation for expedited nature exploitation. After all, contractual obligations between states and investors, whose knowledge of the teleology of nature is determined by the logic of the capitalist mode of production, had to be met to secure

their worth in the global capitalist project.\textsuperscript{134} This multi-scalar interaction between global extractive capital, national laws that foment the extraction of natural resources, and local impacts shape how subaltern polities affected by these intertwined governance structures develop their knowledge and practices vis-à-vis ecology. For instance, some subaltern groups, such as indigenous communities in the Amazon, after years of resisting the expansion of extractive frontiers and developing a concomitant practice of territorial defense, are shifting to practices of small-scale extractivism precisely because of the abandonment of welfare state policies.\textsuperscript{135} The adoption of neoliberal policies explains such abandonment, a process that local elites reproduce to both attract foreign investment and accumulate capital at the expense of a logic of redistribution and economic equality.

When the material conditions of a territory shift, even ancestral practices of care in local communities also tend to follow, making it challenging to preserve ontologies aligned with a vision of stewardship for the Capitalocene. So far, ESL has advanced some of its ideas by relying on a reified abstraction of nebulous indigenous care practices without adequately engaging with concrete ethnographies that can also demonstrate how global capitalism erodes them and their legal frameworks. Consequently, ESL might be unable to formulate applicable prescriptions because they would not be anchored to reality, and its analytical and transformational dimensions may result in misconceptions. ESL should therefore be rigorous in its efforts to zoom in on the contemporary knowledge production of subaltern polities, which in many cases rests upon structures of precariousness and dispossession. This knowledge and practices are not the idyllic tropes one imagines when thinking about indigenous knowledge but the adaptation to a global system of exploitation. Sites of epistemic resistance abound in the Global South. ESL should pay attention to the reasons behind these epistemic reactions and the locations of dialectical struggles when it frames its diagnosis. These sites represent the relentless march of the global capitalist machinery onto new spaces for value reaping. This venture inevitably leads to the imposition of an unconsented identity on their inhabitants, an identity based on continuous extractivist resistance.

\textsuperscript{134} Pope et al., \textit{supra} note 46, at 3.
Hence, idealized narratives of indigenous peoples’ absolute ecological protection and its associated knowledge should be overcome in favor of understanding these communities’ strategies to cope with an oppressive global reality.\textsuperscript{136}

III. CONCLUSIONS: OUTLINING A LEX CAPITALOCENAE

The fundamental premise of ESL is that law should acclimate to Earth systems' complex dynamics if it wants to transform global normative frameworks to keep humans and non-humans in a safe operating space. However, under a political ecology lens, international law should merely decouple from its capitalist and imperial modes of regulation if it wants to achieve the goal of protecting Earth’s life support systems. After all, it would not be very fruitful for the law to align itself to an erratic set of protean ontologies as mirrored by the behavior of non-linear feedback loops found in Earth systems if it cannot aim at controlling and limiting the power of those who have historically produced and perpetuated the causes for Earth’s biosphere ruin.

The levels of ambition for the law’s transformation that ESL portends are well-intentioned and necessary; however, maybe the aspiration could be better used if it is placed on tackling the root causes of the material ecological deterioration. The conceptual framework this paper advances to capture the law needed for the Capitalocene is \textit{Lex Capitalocenae}, which outlines some proposals for the discussions on ESL. One of the proposals is to take the relationship between international law and racial capitalism seriously as the baseline for legal imagination in conversations about ESL. This means the literature on TWAIL, and political ecology could dialogue more with ESL. Another suggestion is to decolonize global constitutionalism in a way that critiques the history of universal norms but also envisages Global South solidaristic approaches to eradicate unequal ecological exchange. Finally, this paper defended the position that it is time for ESL to explore in-depth indigenous and local communities’ contributions to legal paradigm-shifting. Such endeavor, however, should avoid romanticization, essentialism, and condescension and instead consider how subaltern knowledge and ontologies constantly interact with a

global extractivist dynamic. These insights could influence other vital aspects of emancipation, like redefining the concept of property in a world of constant socio-ecological metabolism. Suppose the ESL agenda considers these fundamental insights. In that scenario, its analytic and normative dimensions could lend themselves to a radical exercise of daring to imagine a healthier nature-society relationship that goes beyond post-anthropocentric moral views of the world.